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WARNING: Always wear approved eye protection. 

WARNING: NOT insulated. Will NOT protect against electrical shock. 
All dimensions are in inches and (millimeters).

WARNING: Do NOT use to pry or chisel. 

Cushion-Grip Screwdriver Sets
 Features:

Using screwdrivers

Introduction – Screwdrivers, Nut Drivers & Accessories
 Klein screwdrivers give professionals extra-quality features that have 
made the Klein name famous for hand tools – features that assure  
greater convenience, comfort and efficiency in use, plus exceptional 
strength and durability.

All Klein drivers are made of the highest quality tempered steel, carefully 
heat-treated for maximum strength. Shafts have integral flanges that 
provide an extra-strong, torque-proof anchor in the handle. Strong, 
durable black tips are forged and precision ground with square edges 
to fit screw openings securely. They resist slippage and provide positive 
turning action.

Cushion-Grip screwdrivers feature super-comfortable, sure-grip handles 
on top-quality blades for the professional. All Klein screwdrivers meet or 
exceed applicable ANSI and MIL specifications. Keystone             Cabinet               Phillips              Square              TORX® 

                                                                                                         Recess

Integral flanges inside  
handle provide solid,  
twist-resistant blade anchor.

Precision-machined 
tip for exact fit.

Meets or exceeds applicable ASME / ANSI specifications.

Tip-Ident® quickly 
identifies the type of 
screwdriver and 
tip orientation.

Cushion-Grip handle allows  
for greater torque and comfort. 

Special heat-treated shank.

MADE IN USA

Premium chrome-plated shank  
for smooth feel and corrosion resistance.

The size of the screw and the type of opening it has 
determines which driver to use. Here are a few tips on how 
to use a driver that can be of benefit, because screwdrivers 
are the most often misused and abused hand tools of all.

1. Never use a driver to do another tool’s job. Using a driver as 
a pry bar, scraper, or a chisel can ruin the tool, spoil the 
work and cause injury.

2. Never push a driver beyond its capacity.  
Make a pilot hole for the screw for easier driving.  
Use square-shank drivers for heavy work.

3. Never expose a driver to excessive heat. Direct flame can 
draw the temper from the metal, weakening and possibly 
warping it, making it unsafe and inefficient to use.

4. Never use a driver at an angle to the screw. Always keep 
the shank perpendicular to the screw head. Driving at 
an angle or using a point that is too small can spoil the 
screw or slip and damage the work.

5. Never depend on a driver’s handle or covered blade to insulate 
you from electricity. Plastic and Cushion-Grip handles are 
intended only to provide a firm, comfortable grip. Insulated 
blades are intended only as a protective measure against 
shorting out components. Only use insulated tools that 
are marked with the official international 1000-volt rating 
symbol if there is any chance that the tool will make contact 
with an energized source.

6. Discard damaged or worn drivers. 

     TORX® is a registered trademark of Acument Intellectual Properties, LLC.
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WARNING: Always wear approved eye protection. 

WARNING: NOT insulated. Will NOT protect against electrical shock. 
All dimensions are in inches and (millimeters).

WARNING: Do NOT use to pry or chisel. 

Cushion-Grip Screwdrivers

608-6

Miniature Screwdrivers
Additional Feature:

• Precision tip for exact fit and rigorous applications.

Cat 
No.

Tip 
Type

Tip 
Size

Shank 
Length

Overall 
Length

Weight 
(lbs.)

604-3 Phillips-tip #0 3" (76 mm) 5-3/4" (146 mm) .04
606-2 keystone-tip 1/16" (1.6 mm) 2" (51 mm) 4-3/4" (121 mm) .03
607-2 cabinet-tip 3/32" (2.4 mm) 2" (51 mm) 4-3/4" (121 mm) .03
607-3 cabinet-tip 3/32" (2.4 mm) 3" (76 mm) 5-3/4" (146 mm) .04
607-4 cabinet-tip 3/32" (2.4 mm) 4" (102 mm) 6-3/4" (171 mm) .04
608-2 cabinet-tip 1/8" (3.2 mm) 2" (51 mm) 4-3/4" (121 mm) .03

Cat 
No.

Tip 
Type

Tip 
Size

Shank 
Length

Overall 
Length

Weight 
(lbs.)

608-3 cabinet-tip 1/8" (3.2 mm) 3" (76 mm) 5-3/4" (146 mm) .04
608-4 cabinet-tip 1/8" (3.2 mm) 4" (102 mm) 6-3/4" (171 mm) .05
608-6 cabinet-tip 1/8" (3.2 mm) 6" (152 mm) 8-3/4" (222 mm) .05
608-8 cabinet-tip 1/8" (3.2 mm) 8" (203 mm) 10-3/4" (273 mm) .05
608-10 cabinet-tip 1/8" (3.2 mm) 10" (254 mm) 12-3/4" (324 mm) .05

Coated Cabinet-Tip Screwdrivers – Round-Shanks
Additional Features:

• Plastic coated for circuit protection only. NOT INSULATED.

• Special plastic coating resists cutting, cracking and chipping.

• Thin coating permits use in confined areas. 620-4

Cat. 
No.

Tip 
Size

Shank Length Overall 
Length

Weight 
(lbs.)

620-3 3/16" (5 mm) 3" (76 mm) 6-3/4" (171 mm) .15
621-6 3/16" (5 mm) 6" (152 mm) 9-3/4" (248 mm) .20
621-8 3/16" (5 mm) 8" (203 mm) 11-3/4" (298 mm) .20
621-10 3/16" (5 mm) 10" (254 mm) 13-3/4" (349 mm) .25

Cat. 
No.

Tip 
Size

Shank Length Overall 
Length

Weight 
(lbs.)

Heavy-Duty Shanks
620-4 1/4" (6 mm) 4" (102 mm) 8-11/32" (212 mm) .20
620-6 5/16" (8 mm) 6" (152 mm) 10-15/16" (278 mm) .40
620-8 3/8" (10 mm) 8" (203 mm) 13-7/16" (341 mm) .60

Square-Recess Tip Screwdrivers – Round-Shanks
Additional Features:

• Color-coded handle ends for quick and easy identification.

• Round shank with Square-Recess tip.

• Chrome plated shank for corrosion resistance. 660

Cat. 
No.

Tip 
Size

Color 
Code

Shank Length Overall  
Length

Weight 
(lbs.)

660 #0 yellow 4" (102 mm) 7-3/4" (197 mm) .20
661 #1 green 4" (102 mm) 7-3/4" (197 mm) .20
662 #2 red 4" (102 mm) 8-1/4" (210 mm) .30
663 #3 black 4" (102 mm) 8-1/4" (210 mm) .30
665 #1 green 8" (203 mm) 11-3/4" (298 mm) .30

Cat. 
No.

Tip 
Size

Color 
Code

Shank Length Overall  
Length

Weight 
(lbs.)

666 #2 red 8" (203 mm) 12-1/4" (311 mm) .40
667 #3 black 8" (203 mm) 12-1/4" (311 mm) .40
Refer to the insulated section for insulated screwdrivers. 

Electronics Screwdrivers
614-6Additional Feature:

• Rotating cap for optimum and precise control.

Cat No. Tip Type Tip Size Shank Length Overall Length
614-2 Slotted 1/16" 2" (51 mm) 5-1/2" (140 mm)
613-3 Phillips #0 3" (76 mm) 6-1/2" (165 mm)
614-3 Slotted 3/32" 3" (76 mm) 6-1/2" (165 mm)
614-4 Slotted 1/8" 4" (102 mm) 7-1/2" (191 mm)
614-6 Slotted 1/8" 6" (152 mm) 9-1/2" (241 mm)


